10 June 2021

Civic Offices
High Street
Epping
Essex
CM16 4BZ

Police Commissioner Cressida Dick CBE
Metropolitan Police Service
New Scotland Yard
8 – 10 Broadway
London
SW1H 0BG

Direct line 01992 564563
Kelsey Taverner
email: ktaverner@eppingforestdc.gov.uk

Dear Commissioner Dick
Proposed Relocation of Police Air-Support Helicopters to Lippitts Hill – Epping Forest
We are writing on behalf of the residents of Epping Forest District. We wish to draw your attention
to our serious concerns regarding the proposed relocation of air-support helicopters from your
current base with the National Police Air Service – NPAS – at North Weald Airfield. Plans have
emerged for the Metropolitan Police to sever its ties with NPAS and return to a stand-alone facility
in the heart of Epping Forest at Lippitts Hill, High Beach.
We strongly oppose the proposed relocation and appeal to you to reconsider the decision.
Epping Forest District lies on the borders of London in the County of Essex. Today, the district is
served by the Essex Police Service, but parts of the district have long historic ties with the
Metropolitan Police. At one time the Met served areas of our district including Chigwell, Loughton
and Buckhurst Hill.
There are a number of historic legacies associated with our connection, including the former
helicopter base at Lippitts Hill.
Lippitts Hill lies within the heart of Epping Forest. The Forest is a sensitive and delicate natural
environment. It is a Special Area of Conservation of global significance, being one of the few
remaining areas of original deciduous woodland left in the UK. The delicate eco-system of Epping
Forest including special and rare species, plants and fungi is particularly vulnerable to air pollution.
The Forest is a source of great pride and concern to our local residents. Statutory regulations and
strict oversight by the Corporation of London are designed to protect and preserve it, not only for
the people of Essex. It is a place of peace and wellbeing enjoyed equally by our close neighbours
in London. However, the environmental pressures on the Forest are severe. Pollution levels are
too high. The District Council, working in conjunction with local residents, the Corporation of
London and other stakeholders is doing all we can to protect and preserve our Forest for future
generations.
The environmental impact of helicopter operations speaks for itself.
The current NPAS base at North Weald is at a long-established airfield shared with other notable
aviation operators including the Herts and Essex Air-Ambulance. The airfield is owned by Epping
Forest District Council and we have worked in partnership with NPAS to support the construction of
a brand new helicopter facility. While our major concerns are not financial in this case, NPAS has a
long lease with the Council and will continue to provide air support for other police forces. It cannot
be good value for the tax paying residents of either London or Essex, for the Metropolitan Police to
leave such a recently delivered new facility.

